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       This research deals with (The Study of Phonological Systems and 
Phenomena in Hebrew Language) deals with an important aspect in 
linguistics, so, in the beginning, it is necessary to know the fundamental 
components of phonology general, which are phonetic which studies sounds 
during pronunciation and methods of production, and apprehensive while 
phonology studies relationship between sounds composing with each other in 
any language, and each division has sub divisions to do some task by it self . 
After that we classify them into consonant and vowels (Segment units) 
affording to distinctive Feature and how it pronounced and changes that 
happened to them. As well as we define units of Prosody, like syllables, steers, 
foot, intonation, ton, focus which deal with method speech, for there more, 
Phonotactics is responsible for phonemes in words during pronunciation, 
Also, we deal with concept of Phonological Marke dness which characterizes 
the level of Marke dness Phonological Systems and Phenomena in Hebrew 
Language according to universal hierarchy, and after that we mentioned 
Phenomena in Hebrew Language and characterizes the reasons which 
responsible of them. 

 
The Thesis consists of some results concentrating of development that 
happened on consonant and vowels. And method of pronunciation. 
Also to prove the influence of phonetic in some Phenomena and the reasons 
pronouncing the Israeli Hebrew Language to state more Phonological laws. 

 
So, to prove all that, it is necessary to use and apply samples of Modern 
Hebrew literature and sometimes audio recordings, especially, the 
Phenomena that might not related in writing but only in pronunciation. 
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